It’s only human…to strive, to stumble.
To weep, to comfort.
But, also, to believe.
To reinvent.
And push where no one thought possible.
Because in a world of ever-growing demand and ever-evolving expectation…
…we believe there are some things only humans can do.
Like having the imagination to envision a better future.
And to make it reality.
The passion to be awed by nature.
And also…to protect it.
The courage to explore new frontiers.
And search…for a better way.
The empathy to recognize our differences.
And to overcome them.
Being human takes energy…and we’re using ours to create new solutions.
To help meet the needs of people on this planet in affordable, reliable, and ever-cleaner ways.
For 140 years. Generations of problem solvers, across the globe.
With determined ingenuity. Shouldering incredible responsibility.
Relentlessly striving to achieve…the impossible.
This is our challenge each day.
To power the world forward. And enable human progress.

Only humans can make such a vision a reality.

It won’t be easy, but it’s only human to try.